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Preface:
The following text is a full translation of a speech delivered by the
President and Head of the Supreme Defence Council, Hojjatoleslam

Ali Khamenei at the inaugural ceremony ofthe conference on
Iraqi People's Cooperation, in Tehran on Dec. 23, 1986.
Some 300 opponents of the Iraqi Baathist regime, embracing
various dissident Iraqi parties and groups, attended the four-day
gathering, held in Tehran at the invitation of the Islamic Republic of
Seyyed

Iran.
There are certain points in'President Khamenei's speech which
underline lran's policy and strategy towards the imposed war and the
Baathist regime of the Iraqi ruler Saddam Hussein and may,
therefore, play a guiding role in determining the outlines of Iraq's
future; it was, for this reason' warmly welcomed by the participants
and great importance was attached to it. The speech was adopted as an
official document of the conference by the participants and was also

included in the final resolution.
The secretariat of the conference on Iraqi People's Cooperation

decided, therefore, to translate this important and epoch-making
speech for the benefit of a wider public.
Secretariat of the Conference
on

lraqi People's CooPeration

In the Name of God,
the Compassionate, the Merciful
welcome our dear guests and wish success for this
gathering which may be considered an important turningpoint in the history of Iraq. Although the holding of this
gathering, is no doubt, a result of the unprecedented new
developments in Iraq, this completely new phenomenon
could, in itself, leave a lasting impact on the future of Iraq and
on the present situation of this country. This, of course,
depends on the resources, endeavours and the realistic and
honest attitude of you dear brothers in which I place my deep
hope. Our expectations of you and of this gathering are also
shared by the oppressed Iraqi and their blood-stained
homeland, which have a right to expect this from their
prominent representatives since they are at the threshold of a
historical experience and a sensitive stage in their unsettled
life.
The history oflraq, after thejust and unprecedented rule
of Imam Ali (A.S.) is full of bitter experiences and incidents.
Starting with Obeidollah Ibn Ziad, Hajjaj Ibn Yussef alSaqafi, the Ottoman sultans, British domination and the
puppet monarchy and almost periods in the life of the Iraqi
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live in peace and hatch plots against Palestinian people?
What justification do Saddam and his clique have in this
connection?

Arab nations and the great Muslim Ummah have the
right to ask the Aflaqis of Tikrit2: while the Islamic world
needed unity and understanding more than ever, in order to
resolve its complicated problems and to counter the everincreasing plots of the imperial-minded powers which
necessitated the exploitation of its material and human
resources to overcome them, and while the potentiai and
actual power of the newly-born Islamic Republic could
greatly help improve morale of the Muslim nations arid create
hope in their hearts to revive the grandeur, independence and
supremacy of the Islamic world, why did they' instead of
being beside this pioneer and revolutionary nation and
reciprocally assisting it, start a war against it? Why did they
arm and mobilize their army and forced the people of the
Islamic Republic of Iran to defend themselves and their
revolution? Why did they (Baathists) aligned themselves with
disreputable subservient lackeys of imperialism and instead
of renovating Iraq embarked on a course for its destruction?
Dozens of quetions remain unanswered by the Iraqi
regime on crimes it committed against the oppressed Iraqi
nation and on the criminal methods it has deployed in its
imposed war, which are considered the most dreadful crimes

Baghdad's blood-thirsty
rulers have been condemned by the world public opinion and
have neutr alized the propaganda play carried on in their
(Baathists) favour by international media. The brave
resistance of Muslim forces in the battlefields coupled with
their constant blows on the disorganized and exhausted Iraqi
army have demoralized them further and promise a final
victory for lran. These developments have made the
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have bound the two nations so tightly that even at times when
the policies governing the two countriesdid close the borders
tire p.opLt of these two countries, they failed to prevent

and the Constitution Movement

1946 are some

to
their normal or illegal travels.

On the other hand, we as a country and a nation which
has the longest borders with Iraq and has become a target for
the hostile aggressions of the present Iraqi regime and got
involved in a costly, destructive war, may not remain
indifferent towards the future of Iraq in which a similar
situation could potentially arise. Therefore, we have to insist
on finding a guarantee for the security of our joint borders in
the future policies of Iraq'
From another point of view, due to geographical and
geo-political reasons, Iraq's territorial integrity is of great
importance to us. Any action or measure by any quarter
which may threaten the territorial integrity of this country,
will be also a hostile measure against us which we shall not
tolerate. Of course, international borders between Iraq and
Iran will be respected. Therefore, from ourpoint of view, the
political future of Iraq should be determined in such a way
that it could safeguard the territorial integrity and unity of

that country.
Moreover, the just expectations of the Iraqi people from
the Islamic Republic of lran and its revolutionary potential
should be taken into account. It is clear to all that one of the
basic principles of the Islamic Revolution is to defend the
rights of the oppressed and tyrannized nations which we have
followed in words and deeds. This attitude has deep roots in
I

I

our

fundamental Quranic thoughts and the Quranic

tcachirrg:

"What reason have you that you should not fight in the way of

Allah and of the weak among the men and the women and the
children, (ofl those who say: Our Lord! Cause us to go forth
give usfrom
from this lown,whose people are oppressors, and
thee a guardian and give usfrom thee a helper'" (V' 75' Sura
Nßa)

Which sets the defence of the rights of the oppressed
shining
nations alongside jihad in the path of Allah or a most
way the
example of following God's orders and in this
has
responsibility of a government based on the Quran
this belief and
already been determined. It is on the basis of

movements
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America
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We consider this our responsibility and we
devoted Iraqi Mujahideen and other progressive

The
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convey
wounded and bereaved nation' Does this scene not
conscience'
anything to you? What sympathetic heart' clear
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human
Neither the Islamic faith, nor the Arab spirit nor
the spiritual
conscience or history would allow this' If
care for the
not
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leaders, intellectuals and politicians
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liberation of Iraq today, history and future generations
connection'
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Exlperience has proven that whenever progressive
influential forces in a country have shown courage' frankness
and decisivenes and tolerated threats and hardships, their

:
people have followed them' This applies to the most
the
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History and the Iraqi nation have already witnessed that
many dedicated and sincere combatants have made
by
outsianding efforts which will undoubtedly be acclaimed
closely
have
the Iraqi people. During the past few years we
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witn"sr"d the military and political prowess of those
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IslamicRevolutionoflraqwhohavefoughtagainstthelraqiimposedwar,displayinglslamiczealandnationalistardor
and as the
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President of a country which, for the time being'
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priority to the issue of lraq, thank all
Turkish brethren who have proved their sincerity and
of
patience on the theatres of the struggle for the liberation
Luo, especially the Supreme Assembly of the Islamic
and
Revolution of Iran which has also proved its competence
May god
calibre in fulfilling the responsibility it shoulders'
Almighty grant them ever-increasing success'

Your congregation in Tehran and the acceptance of the
Islamic Republic's invitation is an expressive and decisive

movewhichwehopewillbemeaningfulfortheimperialist

governments, and the strategic supporters of the lraqi regime
especially the states in the region' This gathering comprises

themostdistinguishedandefficientindividualswhowielda

the
great influence and have a great potential power among
taqi people. The participants include religious personalities'

,"nowned "ulema" and prorrinent figures belonging to
great
political parties, groups and organizations on whom
world
hop., for the present and future of Iraq is pinned' The
Failing
should see this reality and should take it into account'
painful
to recognise this reality will be a great mistake and the
of it will affect those who have made such a
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side
mongering clique in Iraq are advised to look at the other
Iraqi
of the coin. The longer the domination of the corrupt
their
regime lasts, the pressures on the Iraqi people and
in
will'
..ligioru and political leaders will increase and this
turn, increase their hatred and animosity towards the
supporters of the Baghdad regime' the irreconcilabl deep
f..ilrlg, of enmitv on the part of the revolutionary Iranian
p.opt. towards the U.S. and Israel, which were the major
,upport.r, of the Shah's regime, is a lesson and a warning'
by
trn order to avoid any mistrust and lack of attention
Iraqi people towards its future, the conference should
o{'
coordinate its efforts on the question of Iraq on the basis
the fact that the most independent and patriotic lraqi
siding with thc Iraqi people, are hatefui
1-rcr sonalitics
of the l?resent Iraqi regime' Taking any stance that ignores
this fact or interpretation would, no doubt, result in a loss o;
faith in the conference. The real audience of this gathering
this
are the Iraqi people who should become hopeful, through
conference, for the future of their country'
:=:::'t

The people present at this gathering, apart from the
ideological, sentimental and organizational ties that bind
some of the participants, have one thing in common! a belief
in the removal of the present regime in Baghdad and building
the future of Iraq on this basis. No doubt this task requires an
all-out struggle and it would not be accepted from anyone
who has this in mind, to say: "You andyourlord go and fight,
I will sit here (in peace)", and in this way to avoid any
hardship. If so, their claim to struggle would not be taken
seriously but they would not be able to play any role in the
future (äf taq). The Islamic Republic of Iran, as far as it is
relevani and as long as it is requested, deems it its
responsibility to provide the required means for this effort'
No doubt, such a struggle calls for an overall
participation of all strata and ethnic gloups which constitute
ihe traqi nation, Kurds, Arabs, and other ethnic groups'
combatant parties, groups and personalities, whatever their
differences of opinion, they should come together around this
axis and forge a massive unity of efficient forces in this
struggle. The Islamic Republic of Iran welcomes all those
who sincerely strive to fight against the present tyrannical,
subservient and misanthrope regime in Iraq and is bound to
help towards the creation of such a unity. Your gathering
here could be a major stride towards the achievement of this
unity. Our experience shows that going into unnecessary
details and insisting on them hinders the unity of opinion on
the principal points which have already received a majority
appioval. Different titles and terminologies at this stage will
only sow discord and would serve as an obstacle on the way of
achieving eventual victory.
It would be much better if fundamental points which are
accepted by the majority are emphasized: Islam,
independence, territorial integrity, sovereignty of the people
and social justice are sufficient to form the main axis for the
unity and struggles of the various Iraqi groups and parties. I
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do not believe there will be any one among you who will
like to adhere to these fundamental principles'
In addition, a successful struggle requires harmony and

coordination of methods and tactics. Neither a political
(of
struggle, nor a military approach or any other method
military
resistance) would work out without coordination' A
an
and
approach, together with international efforts
thr: Iraqi
iäeological and political training for all the strata of
successful
peopt., are the real ingredients for a complete and
in
,truggi". The comprehensiveness of methods and tactics
the
of
future
the
tf,. ,trrggt. could guarantee and stabilize
traqi people vis-a-vis all the conspiracies which would be
certairrly hatched after the victory of people'
Meanwhile, counting on those who are fighting inside
join the struggle'
Iraq and on all those who would potentially
will be an important and determining factor' No doubt' the
it
only force that would never be defeated is the Iraqi nation;
more
is, therefore, this principal factor that shotlld become
activeinthebattlefield'Cordsofterrorwhichthecrueltyand
the
wretchedness of the Aflaqi regime has woven around
it
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broken
be
powerful body of the Iraqi nation should
that case
should be made to realize its miraculous powers' In
allproblemswouldbesolvedandallobstaclesinthewayof
the final victory would be easily rernoved'
In this struggle, especially when the power of people is
profound
being taken into account, one must call upon their
heartIslamic belief and should often read to thern the
*^r-irrg verses of the holy Quran, which heal ailing hearts
It should be
unA pu.Ify disturbed minds and agitated souls'
read to them that:
ou suffer

Änd b e no t w e ak-he ar t e d in pu rsuit of t he enemy ; if
surely they (too) suffer pain as you swffer pain' and
pain,
'you then
is
hope from Allah what they do not hape; and Allah
Knowing Wise." (Verse 104, Sura Nisa)
y
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And they should be,reminded of:
"If a wound has afflicted you (at Ohud), a wound like it has
afJticted the (unbelieving) people; and we bring these days to
men by turns, andthat Allah may know those who believe and
take witnesses from among you; and Allah does not love the
unjust." (Verse 139, Sura A'lay Imrap)
And they should be asked:
" And what reason have you that you should not Jight in the way
of Altoh and of the weak among the men and the women and the
children, (ofl those who say: Our Lord! Cause us to go forth

from this town,

whose people are oppressed, and give usfrom

Thee a guardian and give us from Thee o helper." (Verse 75,

Sura Nisa).

And they should be promised:
"O you who believel Shall I lead you to a merchandize which
may deliver you from a poinful chastisement? You shall believe
in Atlah and His Apostle, and struggle hard in Allah'sway with
yourproperty and yourlives; that is betterforyou, didyoubut
know!" (Verses 10 and 11, Sura Sffi
Those who endeavour to assist Muslim nations should
wisely and objectively pay attention to this powerful lever
necessary for launching a popular Islamic movement'
Therefore, a program that could give meaning to a belief in
the necessity of removing the present regime in haq and
making efforts for constructing the future of that country,
should have the following five common characteristics:
Struggle, unity, comprehensiveness, popularity, and
objectivity.
As repeatedly announced, we stand alongside the Iraqi
nation and we are at its service' We highly respect the longstanding and inseparable Islamic ties between ourselves and
this brotherly nation and attach great importance to its
interests as dear brethren who have the same destiny. Our war
I
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is only with the tyrannical and insane usurper regime ruling
over this blood-stained and oppressed country and abusing

the Iraqi people for its disgraceful survival. Our war, as
everyone knows, is a defensive war for the removal of
aggression. In this war we have already taken ourunalterable
decision and in the course of it we will only rely on Divine
assistance and will be only inspired by Quranic teachings.
Today, we are more prepared than ever to deal constant
crushing blows on the enemy and ourcombatants are cooling
their heels to receive a final order for a more serious move'

Our people, as frequently proved in the past. are quite
prepared to fight, by sacrificing their lives and properties, and
to overcome an enemy who is fighting Islam and our Islamic
Revolution in the interests of the imperial-minded powers of
the world and their support and assistance, our people are
dedicated to remove a regime that is an agent of discord and
conflict in our region and a center for starting wars and
hatching plots against its neighbours. Ourgreat leader, with a
strength and decisiveness which is only aby-product of faith
and an inspired insight, has withstood all pressures that is
exerted on us by international enemies on the conduct of this

imposed war. We fight for the salvation and interests of
Iranian and Iraqi nations and our feelings for the two peoples
are intimately close and similar.
For these reasons the future of Iraq is of utmost
importance to us and we shall never remain indifferent in this
respect. I should emphasize here once again that the future
order of Iraq and its rulers will be decided by the people of
Iracl irnd nothing will be dictated by u.s. But, undoubtedly,
ri,c c:rnrtot rcmain indifferent to any threat against the
independence and territorial integrity of haq by an outside
quarter or government. We shall also show a serious reaction
if anything is to threaten Islam which is the fundament of the
Iraqi people's belief and behavior. [n the future, the muslim
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people of Iraq will, God willing, create an independent and

healthy order in Iraq and fulfill their important Islamic
obligations in an atmosphere of peace and co-existence with
their neighbors and the other muslim countries.
I pray to God Almighty to bring that day nearer, to pave
the way, to crush the enemies and to bless us all in the
fulfillment of our obligations towards the people of Iraq.
Wassalaam.
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